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MISTIC

Moorhead State College, Moorhead, Minnesota

Candidate Wayne McFarland

President Dale Barlage

February 23, 1968

Candidate Joe Bernick

First Phase Senate Candidates Narrowed
Now Ended,
What Next? Students Pack SS Forum;
by Marilyn Honek
Primary elections were held Wed
nesday. For one presidential can
didate, the campaign has now ended.
The primary race officially began Feb.
6 and lasted two weeks.
Differing from his co-candidates,
Joe Bernick did not meet with the
faculty during the primary campaign.
Bernick was concerned directly with
the students. "This is a student elec
tion, not faculty." said Bernick.
Bernick boosters launched his cam
paign. Bernick's campaign was han
dled with attention on the issues, for
Bernick wanted to see a campaign
run on matters of importance rather
than on personal charm.
Bernick felt he could best bene
fit the students through dealing
and bargaining for them with the
faculty and Student Senate. Bernick
said, "The Student Senate should
deal more with faculty in the line
of bargaining." For example, if the
Student Senate meets resistance from
the faculty, they give up and many
bills are defeated. A point Bernick
emphasized was that if the Student
Senate fights for a bill and loses,
they should try again to pass it in
the form of a compromise. "The
Student Senate must leam to com
promise," said Bernick.
Bernick mentioned that the Student
Senate needs more initiative for fuller
participation. He stated, "The Student
Senate needs someone strong who can
get around and coordinate solutions
to problems on campus."
Bernick gave his opinion on the
presidency of the Student Senate by
saying, "You are not elected to the
Student Senate for the honor of it.
- You should be willing to work for the
changes you want made."
Bernick feels you must exercise a
certain authority in an office, and he
" feels his ideas are listened to and
(Continued on page 7)

Many Questions For Stendal
Members of the audience refused
to let Candidate Dean Stendal stay
seated Monday night at the Primary
Forum. Stendal was repeatedly asked
to respond to questions directed to
him. These questions generally con
cerned alleged statements made by
Candidate Stendal.
The Forum began calmly. Begin
ning with the presidential candidates,
each candidate made an opening
statement on the issues of the cam
paign. When the candidates had fin
ished the Forum was opened to the
audience. The first two questions
were directed to Senator Bernick and
Candidate McFarland. The third ques
tion was directed to Stendal; it began
with a statement quoting Stendal as
having said, "It is a known fact that
Joe (Senator Bernick) hates all Chris
tians and Sig Taus." Stendal was also
quoted as saying that "John Dyrud
(senator-at-large) is not a Christian."
The question was, "Will he (Dean
Stendal) continue to evaluate the lives
of all Christians on campus?"
When the audience had quieted
down, Stendal responded that he
and Bernick often discussed things
and that he was misquoted on the
last part. Bernick was asked to com
ment on the alleged statement by
Stendal. Bernick replied that Sten
dal had told him "Jon Dyrud is not
a Christian, period." Stendal an
swered that he had not done this
so far and didn't plan to in the
future.
Stendal was then asked by another
member of the audience to respond
to an alleged quote by Stendal. This
quote was, "You know that John Neumaier and Bernick are members of
a subversive Jewish organization. This
was gotten through an FBI agent."

Stendal responded to this alleged group in town, composed of a psy
statement by saying, "I did not say chiatrist, a doctor, and a Concordia
this. I know the majority of you will graduate, who wished to start a Drag
not put faith in it."
on Century Club. As a group, they
feel MSC hasn't been supported by
The attention of the audience was
then diverted to Sandya Chatterjee the community as much as Concordia.
and David Mattson. Miss Chatterjee
was asked to give her views on the
health center. She said, "I have visit
ed so many times in the health center
at 10 or 12 in the morning and it is
extremely crowded. There is only
one doctor and two nurses. They are
just running like a — cat? She is say
ing, 'sit down, sit down, sit down.
We need a big building.' Candidate
Mattson was asked whether he would
allow the Ku Klux Klan on campus.
Mattson replied, "Are they part of the
establishment?"
Attention returned to Stendal
when audience member John Tandberg asked if Stendal claimed to
have his (Tandberg's) support and
the support of his dormitory floor.
Stendal said that he did not.
The next question to Stendal was
whether Stendal stated that Dean
Dille was a carbon copy of Dr. Neumaier. Stendal answered that he had
gotten his information from a fac
ulty member.
Stendal was asked a question about
$15,000 dollars offered by a group
of downtown businessmen to the
athletic fund. He responded, "Ath
letes don't get the help they deserve.
I am for accepting this money." Sten
dal then called on Coach MacLeod
to speak on the offer.
MacLeod began by saying, "If I
get $15,000, I'll leave town (referring
to a member of the audience who
asked when Stendal would be leav
ing town). MacLeod said there was a

Once during the evening Student
Senate President Dale Barlage was
asked if he would support Stendal.
Barlage declared, "I am not backing
any candidate specifically."
Candidate Wayne McFarland also
got his lumps from a girl in the audi
ence who called McFarland "wishywashy" because he would not take
stands. McFarland said, "Ask me a
question that I can take a stand on,
and I will."
An audience participant queried
Stendal about what kind of a pres
ident he would make, since he has
supposedly caused many rumors
which have created much dissension
among the students. Stendal answer
ed, "I wasn't aware of dissension
among the students."
One of the recurring issues that
came up again and again during
the evening was an alleged claim
that Stendal claimed to have the
support of 30 members of the TKE
fraternity. TKE members asked
Stendal, "If you don't have verbal
support, and you don't have written
support, what do you have for
support?"
Stendal responded, "Imagine you're
in a fraternity. You can't come out
openly and support him (a candidate).
It isn't very likely." Stendal also said
that he knew many TKES. Bernick,
at one point, took the floor and said
that he also had 30 TKES behind
him. Someone else in the audience
(Continued on page 7)

A record 1125 voters turned out
to vote in the Student Senate Primary
held Wednesday. Moorhead junior
Wayne McFarland and Minneapolis
senior Joseph Bernick are the finalists.
McFarland led in the voting with 589
votes. Bernick took second place with
292 votes. Third candidate Dean Sten
dal received 207 votes.
McFarland expressed delight with
the results saying, "I am extremely
happy and I feel I am running against
a good man. My crew and I have a
hard week's work ahead of us. I
promise to be as unwishy-washy as
possible."
Candidate Bernick told the Mistic,
"I haven't had enough time to think
it over, however, I think it indicates
an interest among students. I fulfilled
one of my campaign promises, more
people voted this year than last year.
When there are issues at stake, peo
ple vote."
Student Senators expressed delight
with the voter turnout, comparing
the election to last year's general elec
tion, when less than 713 voters turn
ed out. Adviser to the Senate Robert
Keyser was very pleased at the turn
out. Keyser stated that the interest
of the students was very encouraging.
In other elections, Ken Nelson, Dave
Nelson, Bruce Burke, Carole John
son, Dave Matson, and Steven Thysell
were chosen as candidates for Sena
tor at large. Three Senators-at-Large
will be chosen in the general election,
next Wednesday.
Ken Nelson is a business and ac
counting major from Moorhead. He
would like to see an overhaul of the
checking system on campus. Dave
Nelson, no relation to Ken Nelson, is
a mathematics major. He is concern
ed with the bookstore issue, as well
as check cashing and dorm hours.
Bruce Burke is a mathematics and
secondary education major from
Breckenridge. Burke wants to see the
senate do something about current
damage to cars in the parking lots.
Paula Byhaug has an English and
philosophy major Miss Byhaug wants
to see Senate committees make con
crete reports. David L. Matson is an
(Continued on page 7)
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B Bailers Bemidji
Split NIC
Road Trip

Stuns Dragons. 90-86

by Al Gonsorowski

Moorhead State basketball fortunes
went up and down again over the
weekend, as the Dragons split a pair
of Northern Intercollegiate Confer
ence games.
Friday evening, at Winona, MSC
took a commanding lead for the
second place position in the NIC,
beating their closest competitor for
that spot, Winona State 76-60. That
win gave the Dragons a 5-3 confer
ence mark, compared to the War
riors' 4-5.
But Saturday night Mankato shot
59 per cent from the field in the
opening half to beat M-State 70-62
at Mankato. The loss still kept the
Dragons in second at 5-4, but Winona
Morris, and Bemidji were close be
hind with five defeats each.
Meanwhile, St. Cloud clinched
their championship in the NIC,
stopping Bemidji 99-58 on Satur
day. The Huskies are unbeaten in
the league, and have now captur
ed three NIC titles this season.
They won in football and cross
country also. They have now won
the NIC basketball championship
for the tenth time in the last twelve
years, winning the crown outright
in 1957, '58, '59, '60, '62, '64, '66,
and '68. They won title shares in
1956, '63, and '65 with MSC. Man
kato won the championship in 1961,
and Bemidji interrupted the St.
Cloud string last season. The
Huskies will meet the Minnesota
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
champ in a three-game series in
early March to decide who will go
to the Regionals.
M-States's win on Friday saw guard
Hank Riehm having a hot hand after
a slight slump, collecting 27 points.
The other two MSC guards, Bob
Williams and Steve Colby added 12
and 11 points respectively, to give the
three backcourt men 50 points collec
tively.
Moorhead never trailed in the con
test, althought Winona did come to
within one point during the first half,
22-21. However, the Dragons reeled
off 14 straight points to put the game
out of reach.
The Dragons had a fine night from
the floor connecting on 20 of 53 at
tempts, for 55 per cent. Winona was
cold, hitting for only 33 per cent on
24 of 73 shots.
The trend was reversed Saturday,
as coach Marv Skaar's quint dropped
to 25 out of 60 shots for only 41 per
cent. Mankato cooled off slightly from
their 59 per cent mark in the first
half, but still shot for 27 out of 57
for 47 per cent.
Riehm was again the top man for
the Dragons, snagging 23 points.
Bricker Johnsen and Colby were in
second with ten points each.
The Indians leaped out to a quick
11-3 lead, and the Dragons could
never quite recover. Mankato led 3725 at half. Carl Potratz led MSC
rebounders with 11, as Mankato trail
ed in the rebounding 39-38.
Saturday Moorhead State travels
to celler-dwelling Michigan Tech.
The Dragons earlier defeated the
Huskies, but MTU is on the up
surge despite their dismal record of
1-9 in the conference. That lonely
win came just recently however, at
the hands of Morris.
The latest Michigan Tech game was
Saturday, when they fell to Winona.
The Warriors led the Huskies 53-32
at half, but MTU fought back before
finally dropping the league encounter
97-82 on the winners court.
Ted Wittig, one of the best scorers
in the NIC, led Michigan Tech with
23 points. On Friday Mankota beat
the Huskies in an exciting game 9189.

halftime deficit to stave off a revengeminded Moorhead five. The last 20
minutes shooting pace of the Jacks
was realized on 20 of 27 shots at
tempted.
From the start, it looked as though
it was going to be one of those nights
for the hosts as Bemidji quickly
jumped on an 8-2 lead and maintained
a secure six or eight point margin
throughout most of the first period.
It wasn't until veteran guard
Hank Riehm hit his first field goal
mid-way in the initial period that
the Dragons came alive. With the
Jacks holding a 31-22 lead, Riehm
connected on a 12 footer, Bobby
Williams scored on a steal and
Riehm slipped in for a layup to

The name of the game is put the
ball threw the hoop as many times
as possible.
Once again the Moorhead State
Dragons fell wayside at the hands of
the Bemidji Lumberjacks 90-86, this
time thanks to a 74 per cent second
half shooting exhibition by the in
vaders.
It was a home Conference setback
for the host Dragons and put them
and the Lumberjacks in a two way
tie for runner-up spot in the NIC.
Coach Marv Skaar's Dragons sit
one game below the .500 mark now
at 9-10 and own a 5-5 circuit play
record.
The invaders had to fight a 40-35

Wrestlers Rebound
With Mat Victories
Coach Bill Garland's grapplers re
bounded from two straight dual
match losses two weekends ago, de
feating Superior State College 25-9.
The match was held on Saturday,
and was the final home match for
the Dragons. They travel to St. Cloud
a week from today, to compete in the
Northern Intercollegiate Conference
championship.
MSCC and St. Cloud should be
considered co-favorites for the tour
ney. Against Superior, which now has
a 9-2 dual meet record, Bill Hender
son (191) and Larry Lundberg (Hwt)
scored pins for the winners.
The Dragon freshman wrestlers also
faired well over the weekend, claim
ing easy wins over Fergus Falls
Junior College 25-8 and the Univer
sity of North Dakota frosh 23-0.
Moorhead State 25, ^Superior State 9
123—Dick Tressler, Superior, decisioned Woody Thomas, 13-2.
130—Bill Germann, Moorhead, decisioned Larry Baranczyk, 15-0.
137—Mike Fitzgerald, Moorhead,
decisioned Dave Karpenski, 6-1.
145—Rick Stuyvesant, Moorhead,
decisioned Bob Pomplun, 17-6.
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152—Len ackson, Superior, deci
sioned Bob Hall, 5-3.
160—Marv Gunderson, Moorhead,
decisioned Rick Zawacki, 3-0.
167—Dale Jenson, Superior, deci
sioned Mike Allison, 2-0.
177—John Sigfrid, Moorhead, de
cisioned Mike Ross, 5-4.
191—Bill Henderson, Moorhead,
pinned Ron McNeely, 4:02.
Hwt.—Larry Lundberg, Moorhead,
pinned Bonnie Adams, 6:33.
Moorhead State Frosh 23,
UND Frosh. 0
123—Gary Smith, Moorhead, deci
sioned Kent Johnson, 5-3.
130—Charlie
Faust,
Moorhead,
pinned Steve Crosby, 1:20.
137—Jeff Mclntyre, Moorhead, de
cisioned Tom Kotynski, 4-0.
145—Harris Shellito, Moorhead, de
cisioned Bob Kurk, 10-3.
152—Jim Gildersleve, Moorhead,
decisioned Lornold Moorte, 16-1.
160—Bill Peschel, Moorhead, deci
sioned Larry Olson, 7-1.
Hwt.—Ron Brandt, Moorhead, de
cisioned Joe Karas, 12-6.

cut the deficit to three, 31-28.
Moments later at the 2:29 mark,
another Riehm fielder gave MS their
first lead at 32-31. Before the Lum
berjacks could reassemble forces,
Steve Colby sank a pair of gift tosses
and Bricker Johnsen meshed a jumper
for the halftime 40-35 lead.
First half summary saw the Dragons
turn the tables from a nine point
catchup to a five point lead, outscoring the opponents 18-4 in the
waning moments.
It was a nip and tuck affair through
out most of the second half of play.
Moohead's last lead fell at the 3:56
clocking 75-73, at which time MS's
Larron Swanson fouled out. Before
his leaving, however, two Jacks had
departed via foul route, Dave Han
son and Jim Wheeler.
A five point splurge with the score
reading 81-77 proved too much for
the Dragons. Before the buzzer finally
sounded, Williams had also fouled
out and defeat had fallen upon the
partisan crowd.
Both teams placed four starters in
double figures with the Jack's Max
LeVelle producing game high honors
with 26. Ken Corens followed with
18 and Wheeler chipped in 14, two
ahead of teammate Hanson's 12 count
ers.
After a slow first half, Riehm
made 15 in the second period for
his total of 21. Carl Potratz added
19 to Steve Colby's 18 points and
Swanson threw in 13 before he left.
Overall shooting saw Bemidji come
through on 34 of 57 for 59.6 per cent
while Moorhead could only find the
range on 30 of 69 for a 43.4 per
centage.
The preliminary encounter saw the
Moorhead freshman squad outshine
the Jack's frosh 75-65. Game honors
went to Bemidji's Jim Sutton with 22
but the Dragon yearlings put five in
double columns for the equalizer.
Rick Christianson led the victors
with 16 followed by Ron Mutcher's
14. Tom Super netted 11 and Daryl
Osmunson and Vince Felchle carded
10 each.
Next action for Skaar's quint is an
other NIC outing at Michigan Tech
on Saturday. Season's finale is a home
contest next Tuesday against Morris.

MOORHEAD
Williams
Riehm
Colby
Potratz
Josephs
Jacobson
Johnsen
Swanson
TOTALS
BEMIDIJ
LaVelle
Corens
Hanson
Glas
Christianson
Barnack
Davich
Wheeler
TOTALS

FG
3
9
7
5
1
0
2
3
30
FG
10
4
5
4
4
0
1
6
34

FT PF
0
5
3
4
2
4
9
4
0
1
0
2
3
3
7
5
26
26
FT PF
6
4
10
4
2
5
1
2
0
1
0
3
0
2
2
5
22
25

NORTHERN INTERCOLLEGIATE
CONFERENCE STANDING
St. Cloud
10-0 1.000 836-567
MOORHEAD 5-5
.500 723-712
Winona
5-5
.500 727-721
Bemidji
5-5
.500 717-786
Morris
4-5
.444 682-763
Mankato
4-5
.444 688-705
Michigan Tech 1-9
.100 757-881

Matmen Gain NIC
MSC wrestlers continued their do
minance of Northern Intercollegiate
Conference foes Tuesday with a 28-8
win over highly-rated St. Cloud.
The Dragons are now undefeated in
the NIC, and 7-2 overall.
115—Thomas, Moorhead, decision
ed Griffith, 8-2.
123—Morley, Moorhead, decision
ed Williams, 5-1.
130—Germann, Moorhead, decision
ed Hans, 11-1.
137—Fitzgerald, Moorhead, pinned
Carlson, 2:49.
145—Stuyvesant, Moorhead, deci
sioned Hartzberg, 15-3.
152—Hall, Moorhead, decisioned
Mitchell, 7-0.
160—Gunderson, Moorhead, deci
sioned Armstrong, 3-2.
167—Haug, St. Cloud, decisioned
Allison, 5-0.
177—Sigfrid, Moorhead, and Bursch
drew, 2-2.
191—Henderson, Moorhead, deci
sioned Borek, 8-0.
Hwt.—Halbert, St. Cloud, decision
ed Lundberg, 8-5.

Trio Of Cindermen Meet Success At NW Open
Students will get first look at their
track team tonight in Nemzek at
6:30 as Coach Ron Masanz prepares
his track men for an inter-squad
battle.

performed from many North Dakota,
Minnesota and South Dakota schools
as well as runners from independent
entries.

Famed hurdler from the Univer
Masanz will pit his eight junior- sity of Minnesota, John Warford,
senior competitiors against an up came within a tenth of a second of
coming 17-member sophomore-fresh tying the world record in the 70man team. Students are asked to yard highs. Warford was clocked
come, take a look and cheer on their in 8.3 which reset his own fieldfavorites (that is, if any juniors or house record enroute to his first of
seniors seriously think their fellow two winning hurdles.
upperclassmen stand a chance!).
The two-mile run featured a 57Last Friday and Saturday, MS
tracksters were able to witness some year-old doctor who ran the event
of the best pieces of running for much to the surprise of spectators.
some time to come. At the North The aged runner was only lapped
west Open held in Minneapolis, 27
top-notch colleges competed for
honors and three Dragons were
among those honored.
Clint Chamberlin paced himself to
a fifth place in the invitational threemile run and in the process set a new
school record. Chamberlin stretched
through a 14:31.6 timing to erase his
own previous record mark of 14:36.7.
Also meeting success was Terry
Harrington in the hurdles. The Halstad ace took second in the lows with
a clocking of 8.0 and out nosed a
fellow hurdler for fifth in the highs.
Ron Monsegue was able to outsprint 60-yard dash competitors and
walked away top gun. The Trinidad
bullet amazed many with his show
ing and would have placed high in the
300-yard dash had he not been dis
qualified for a lane violation.
A good sized crowd saw athletes

DONNIE
Love ya, need ya, want ya. A Keepsake engagement ring
from Ronald Jewelers of Minneapolis would make me your
"Easter Bonny" forever!
BONNY

once on the 220-yard oval and finish
ed this event with a time nearing 10
minutes, an excellent time for any
body!
In addition, a college teacher at
Minnesota participated and won the
long jump with a leap of 22 feet 7
inches. The Israel athlete represent
ed his country in the '57 Olympics
and currently holds the Northwest
meet long jump record.
Winning marks established at the
meet are as follows:

TPS
6
21
18
19
2
0
7
13
86
TPS
26
18
12
9
9
0
2
14
90

70 yard low hurdles, 7.9
300 yard dash, 31.0
440 yard dash, 48.7
600 yard run, 1:12.2
880 yard run, 1:53.0
1000 yard run, 2:12.8
Mile run, 4:13.6
Three mile run, 13:59.6
Triple Jump, 46'6V2"
Long Jump, 22'7"
High Jump, 6'8"

60 yard dash, 6.4

Pole Vault, 15'

70 yard high hurdles, 8.4

Shot, 51W

Rick ZUEHLSDORFF
For

Education Senator
1. Member of First Union
Operating Board
2. Freshman Week Group Leader
3. Member of Xi Omega Fraternity
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Talent Show Draws Praise!
The show must go on! !! and so it sents his talent show in conjunction
did as Clint Stacy presented his Third with Sno-Week activities and this year
Annual Search for Stars. Stacy pre- the two hour show played to a stand
ing room only crowd.

Carole Johnson

Beta's and the TKE's taking part; the
Gamma Phi's and TKE's took top
honors. Each received trophy and the
Gamma Phi's will also receive a sheet
layer cake, decorated like a plaque,
and enough coffee to serve the entire
sorority. It is Stacy's hope that the
Greeks will continue to take pait
and that there will develop a small
rivalry for top honors.

Over twenty individual acts from
a flute player to rock'n'roll, to a
comedy strip act took part in this
year's festivities. Each act was judg
ed on audience appreciation, diffi
culty, stage presence, and precision.
Besides these, competing for prizes,
The competition was divided into two
special acts included the Sinfonian's
sections; non-greek and greek.
rock group, The Prickly Pear Cactus
In the non-greek competition
Washing Machine; and Wayne Luthree prizes were awarded; the
chau, MSC's Elvis Presley.
first, $25 went to Sharon Folkstad
Stacy's hand picked judges included
with her flute solo. The second,
$15 went to Cindy Siegfried, a vo Tom Werre, Jack Baratto, Dave Torcal solo. The third rize, $10 went son, and Marv Skaar. Masters of
Ceremonies were John Tandberg and
to Carol Wright, a piano solo.
In the greek competition with the Wayne McFarland who also added
Alpha Phi's, Delta Zeta's, Gamma Phi bits of humor.

Dave Matson

Terry Harrington

Ken Nelson

Keith Lester

Steve Thysell

"Butch" Johnson

Music Candidates

Linden Barsness

IS4* P

Bruce Burke

Dave Nelson

Senator At-Large Candidates

Phy-Ed Candidates
The candidates pictured on this
page faced Primary opposition and
came through victoriously. Another
stiff test, however, lies ahead. The
final election is on Wednesday.
Students will elect one Presidential
Candidate, one Phy-ed Senator,
one Music Senator, Three Senators-at-Large, an Education Sena
tor and a Speech-Teacher Senator.
The Mistic here publishes the first
general election results, Pam Co
oper has been chosen secretary.
Pam would probably say, "Just
cool it."

KEN

KEN

For
EDUCATION

KEEP

SENATOR

A

Responsible and
Working Man
T H E

STUDENT SENATE

KEN NELSON
For

Senator At Large
KEN

Ted Sauer

I N

VOTE

KEN

V O T E

KEN

VOTE

FOR

JOE
BERNICK
For

PRESIDENT
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Concert Here; Professionals Cut By Half Ballad Of
Rehearsals began early in January spent a week practicing with the MSC
for the Feb. 25 MSC Symphony Or orchestra.
chestra concert. Orchestra students
Regarding the matter of profes
spent an hour each Monday, Wednes sionals playing in the orchestra, the
day, and Friday practicing. Last week, number has been cut by better than
members practiced every day. The half. There are now eight profes
ultimate result will be heard Sunday, sionals playing with the orchestra,
at 8 p.m. in the Center for the Arts three of them faculty members who
auditorium.
will not be paid.
According to Keith Lester, or
The orchestra consists of 45 pieces
chestra manager, "The orchestra has and has a string section of approxi
come a long way." The orchestra mately 20. Besides the Bruch number,
will be playing the difficult Violin the orchestra will be playing Egmont
Concerto In G Minor by Bruch as Overture by Beethoven, and Sym
a test of their ability. Soloist with phony No. 4 (The Italian Symphony)
the orchestra will be Haig Balian, by Mendelssohn.
assistant professor in music at
Previous orchestra concerts have
Moorhead State College and a Min
neapolis Symphony Orchestra vio been free of charge. This concert will
cost students $.50 and adults $1,
linist.
due to rising costs.
Balian's credentials include winning
first prize in 1959 in the Vienna Vio
lin Contest, winning a prize in the
Salzburg Violin Contest, being concertmaster with the Academy Orches
tra, Vienna (1957-61), and the Hayden
Orchestra, Vienna, (1957-60) and hav
ing spent one year with Philharmonic
Hungarika. The orchestra, he has
Mistic photographer caught Loris Tjeknavorian in action as he leads played with include the Vienna Phil
The national CHOICE '68 commit
the Orchestra rehearsal. Concert mistress Janna Aarestad concentrates on harmonic, the Vienna Symphony, and
the score.
the John Kunzler Orchestra. Balian tee has determined the final ballot
and referendum issues of their first
nationwide collegiate presidential pri
mary.

Candidates
Announced

Music Master Very Profane
But Principals Are Prepared
"It's melodrama put into everyday
life, it hits where the college student
sits," say the enthusiastic cast mem
bers of The Music Master, a two-act
comic opera to be presented in the
Center for the Arts Recital Hall on
Feb. 29, March 1, 2, and 3, at 8:15
p.m. Tickets for MSC students are
$.50 with activity card and $1.00 for
adults.
The opera could almost be termed
an operetta because it has more dial
ogue than singing. None of the sing
ing is in the usual dramatic style
of opera.

Music is used as a continuation and
emphasis of dialogue, not as the
stay of the opera. The entire produc
tion moves, with lots of action.
The Plot is complex. Lauretta,
Lamberto's star pupil and desire,
foils his plan to keep her to him
self by signing a contract with
Colagiani, who also expects her
love in the bargain. Lauretta suc
ceeds in persuading Coligiani to
take Lamberto, her esteemed music
master, on tour with them; Lam
berto to accompany her on the

harpsichord, and Coligiani to col
lect the money.
Moorhead State College Opera
Productions is presenting the opera
by Italian Pergolesi, who was one of
the earliest comic opera composers,
in an updated English style. Loris
Tjeknavorian is musical director, with
Bruce Ferden assisting. Charles
Vaughn of the Speech department
is stage director. The double cast in
cludes Keith Lester as Lamberto, Bon
nie Weisgram and Emilie Marschke
as Lauretta, and Richard Jokumson
and Dean Ortner as Colagiani.

Meeting in Washington, D.C., the
program's student directors selected
a slate of 14 candidates for the pres
idency. They are Fred Halstead (So
cialist Worker), Mark O. Hatfield
(R), Lyndon B. Johnson (D), Robert
F. Kennedy (D), Martin Luther King
(Ind.), John Lindsey (R), Eugene J.
McCarthy (D), Richard M. Nixon (R),
Charles H. Percy (R), Ronald W.
Reagan (R), Nelson A. Rockfeller (R),
George W. Romney (R), Harold E.
Stassen (R), and George C. Wallace
(Amer. Ind.).

Soldier Is
Satirical
by M. J. Donahue
Shown on Monday evening the
19th of February in Livingston Lord
Auditorium, Ballad of a Soldier has
stored behind its face of emotion the
deeper message of the futility of war.
The young Russian soldier in a mo
ment of unkown fear performs an
act of heroism, or at least superiors
tell him so, and as his reward, he
is granted a short leave to home.
Erected as a symbol of youth
and beauty and innocence, Aloysha
the soldier begins his journey
through his war torn homeland and
immediately becomes involved in
acts of mercy and sympathy to fel
low soldiers and civilians he meets
on route to home. Naturally he
meets a young girl, and the film
uses their relation to each other to
show the beauty of life and the
wonderfulness of youth; man and
woman.
Separation must come to them, as
she reaches her destination and Aloy
sha travels on to home and to his
mother. At home he has only minutes
to spare for he has used his valued
time in pure acts of sympathy to
others. Before he has arrived, he has
actually left for the front, never to
return.
This film was good in musical
score, camera techniques and its over
all sense of depth. However, it is
emotion ridden and devised, it is felt,
to indict man for his inhumanity to
man. A deploring of what was, what
is and what will be. In all, another
cup has overflowed with ethics and
morals; condemned before is existed,
to fall before the naturalness of man
and the nations he has created.

Students also decided that three
referendum questions be included on
Health Service Poor?
the ballot. Two deal with the coun
Concerning recent comments about
try's current involvement in Vietnam,
the health service, Miss Lindquist of
and one with priorities of government
the Health Center commented, "There
spending in confronting the "urban
are plans for a bigger building and
crisis."
better facilities in the future. At pre
Bob Kinkade, campus coordinator sent we have increased the number
"Expressive" is the key word for for CHOICE '68, has stated that MSC of doctor's hours." The issue came up
The Music Master.
will hold its election April 24, 1968. at the Monday night student forum.

'oncil (Henterjk&ccidetmc; JReseimdi
1492 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135
The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every student achieve his
maximum potential in the subject, or subjects, of their choice.
We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that these outstanding
instructional techniques have shown proven results for decades.

OUR GUARANTEE
Richard Jokumson and Bonnie Weisgram get into character for "The
Music Master." The opera begins Thursday, Feb. 29.

Russian Lecturer Comes Today
Two and one half years of plan
ning and waiting for the special
Russian visa, and traveling thousands
of miles alone throughout the vast
Soviet Union has given Raphael Green
material for the outstanding film,
"Russia and Its People", a nonpolitical and uncensored view of life be
hind the Iron Curtain.
You'll see the city markets, the
people at work and at play, the col
lective farms, priceless crown jewels

and inside the Kremlin walls where
the people themselves had been bar
red from for years.
Green has an adventurous nature;
he has traveled in many countries
and served on the White House staff.
Presently he is with the Audio-Visual
Education staff at the University of
Minnesota.
In natural color, the film will be
shown in CMU ballroom on Friday,
Feb. 23, at 7:30 p.m.

Happy Birthday

Sugar Lump

The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is able to give a
complete money back guarantee: If after following instructions faithfully you have not in
creased your scholastic standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May 1, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.
For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:
The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135
Please include:
Course

Name

Last Quarter
Average

Address

-1.

-.1.

City

_.2.

_.2.

State

..3.

..3.

Zip Code

4.

.A.

College or U.

5.

..5.

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20% discount for groups of ten or more.
Please include organization title
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.
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Senators Late;
Small Quorum
by Kathy Kraft

Pictured above are Purcell, Sorenson and Hagen, winners of the Snow Week Beard Contest.

Hairy Chins Tell All
Two of the beard contest winners
for Snow Week have shaved off their
fine specimens of manhood. The other
two are waiting for spring before they
shave.
Doug Sorenson, Crookston sopho
more, was judged as the contestant
with the longest beard last week. He
began growing it in December but
had it trimmed a week before the
contest.
Eddie Beckerman
Sorenson insists that he found very
few difficulties resulting from the
beard, except for those who thought
that he looked like a hippie. He plans
to shave this spring when he begins
to look for a summer job.
"It might look like bad public re
lations to my employer," he stated.
"Besides, it's too hot in the summer."
Dan Purcell, a Bloomington fresh
man, "combed the bugs out" and
washed his beard three times a day.
Perhas this was the reason for the
judges selecting his as the best groom
ed beard of the entries.
Purcell began his beard Jan. 6 but
Representative Garry Brown of then found difficulty in finding a job.
Michigan will visit Moorhead State He has now shaved in order to imCollege on Monday, March 4. Rep. rove his chances of employment.
Brown is one of many Republican
members of the House of Representa
tives who are currently touring college
campuses through the "Republicans
Speak on Vital Problems" program.
The objective of this program is to
give college students an opportunity to
meet Republican elected officials of
their government. The Republican
House members believe it is impor
Dave Matson, Club Safety Officer
tant to have active communication
of the local sport parachuting club,
with faculty and students, and it is
the Valley Skydivers, is attempting to
their hope that the college commu
start a sport parachuting club at
nities will meet to discuss and become
Moorhead State.
better informed on the major issues
For those students who know Matof today.
son, he says his latest condition is
Congressman Brown will be speak not indicative of the sport any more
ing to political science and econo than skiing or other such activities.
mic classes. Congressman Brown is He hopes that in the future, parachut
willing to discuss with students any ing will become an integral part of
topic of interest throughout the en
college sports activities.
tire day. He will participate in a
At the recent National Collegiate
news conference at 1:45 p.m. in
Parachuting Championships in Okla
the Senate Chambers of the Stu
homa, there were better than 40 col
dent Union.
leges and universities competing.
A member of the House Banking
The training course consists of eight
and Currency Committee, Congress hours: four in the classroom and four
man Brown was also delegate to the in the drop zone prior to the first
Michigan Constitutional Convention jump. Training does not cease here
of 1961-1963, and Michigan state sen but continues until the student has
ator two terms, 1962-1966, serving as completed a minimum of 30 jumps.
minority floor leader and chairman of Subjects studied are: familiarization
the Republican Senate Policy Com with the history of sport parachuting,
mittee.
introduction to equipment, landings,
Congressman
Brown is being aircraft procedure, emergency pro
brought to Moorhead State in con cedure, how to operate a steerable
junction with the Young Republicans. canopy and chute packing.
A meeting with Rep. Brown which
In the advanced stages of training
was to be held at 7:30 p.m. for all the student will be taught how to
college students has been cancelled.
jump-master himself, control his or

Brown To
Speak For
Newsmen

He commented, "it wasn't as brist
ly as girls thought it would be. At
least I didn't give any burns."
The most unique beard award went
to Eddie Beckerman from Long Is
land, New York. Beckerman, sopho
more with an elementary education
major, said his goutee was something
different for the girls.
Classic comment was, "I never kiss
ed a guy with a beard before." Beck
erman said he replied, "I haven't
either."
He gives his goutee a daily wash
ing, but plans to shave in the spring
in order to get a job.
Mike Hagen's only hindrance with
his beard was that his "mustache got
in the way of the milk."
Hagen's beard was the bushiest
entry in the contest. "It just kinda
grew that way," was his comment
He has shaved since the contest
because of threats from girls, but
thinks that they did consider it cud
dly.
Hagen is a junior with a physical
education major from Northfield.

Matson Flies High
And Lands Carefully

Blow Yourself
Up

POSTER SIZE

2 ft. x 3 ft.—only *4»s ppd.
Get your own BLO-UP Photo Poster. Send any black and
white or color photo from wallet size to 8" x 10" or any
negative from 2V4" x 2V4" to 4" x 5". We will send you a 2 ft
by 3 ft. BLO-UP.

Apathetic students have once again
Vice-president Giddings suggested
missed an exciting, invigorating event
on campus. Accessible to all students, that a motion be carried for Senate
this continual entertainment is the president continuity. The motion car
ried for the out-going Student Sen
Student Senator Round-up.
ate President to, without pay, sit in
President Barlage began the Feb. and aid the new president in any way
19 Round-up at approximately 5:55 requested. Adviser Keyser explained
p.m. when it became apparent that the purpose oft the split ticket is
there were not enough Senators pres to have experienced Senators aid
ent for the 6 a.m. meeting. Credit a new president and vice-versa. Gid
must be given to those Senators and dings felt a warning against "powerSenate candidates who found it con hungry" ex-presidents was necessary
venient to attend on time. After Bar in an addendum to the motion.
lage's pleas and phone calls, the meet"Intra-mural programs need en
larging so that more students will
be participants instead of specta
tors," said Senator Bernick, intro
ducing a resolution to enlarge intra
mural programs. Senator Potratz
gave this resolution definite support
noting that, "it's good to see some
one outside of athletics supporting
it." The Senate approved the mo
One small discussion livened a tion.
Slowness in receiving work-tudy
tepid Student Senate meeting Mon
day night. Vice President Giddings checks was questioned by Senator
introduced a motion, for President Bernick who requested an explana
Barlage, that the outgoing president tion be given by the Financial- Aids
be appointed to sit in an advisery office. Adviser Keyser stated, "Stu
capacity with the Student Senate after dents have a full right to receiving
his term has expired. This person their money on time as well as the
would have no voting powers, but faculty." Senators Dyrud and Jung
were appointed to investigate the
would have speaking privileges.
problem for clues to possible action.
President Barlage spoke in favor
Senator Heiberg reported $25.37 in
of the bill, saying that when he took
Senate funds.
office he received no help. Barlage
At 7:03 the meeting adjourned.
stated that all he received was con
gratulations, a key to the mailbox,
and a key to the old Student Senate
room.

Old Execs
Never Die

her body while in free fall-including
turns, backloops, barrel rolls and
tracking (a specal movement close to
the ground).

Senator Bernick thought that the
resolution was a good idea but
lamented the assumption that the
new president wouldn't be experi
enced. Vice President Giddings ex
pressed fear that the outgoing pres
ident might extend too much in
fluence over the new president.
Giddings hoped that the old pres
ident would "have the goodness of
heart to lay-off for while."

A M O N D

erbst
OVER 75 YEARS OF
FASHION LEADERSHIP

N E W !

"Drench
Coats"
by GREAT SIX

R I N G S

SONATA . . . . FROM $ 1 0 0

SONATA —
.28 Ct: "Z" Grade
.28 Ct. "V" Grade
.28 Ct. "S" Grade
.28 Ct. "T" Grade
.28 a. "P" Grade

345.00
325.00
275.00
245.00
235.00

LOTS OF
LUSCIOUS
COLORS!

There IS a difference in Dia
monds — we will be happy to
explain.
ASK ABOUT ORANGE
BLOSSOM'S TOTAL
GUARANTEE

3 ft. x 4 ft only 979s pp<|.
Send any black and white or color photo from 4" x 5" to
8" x 10" or any negative from 2V4"x 3Wor 4" x 5". We wiII
send you a jumbo 3 ft. x 4 ft. BLO-UP.
Any printed document can similarly be made into giant
size posters—diplomas; drawings; programs; pop-art, etc.
Original returned undamaged. Poster is shipped rolled in
a sturdy self-store tube.
Send check or money order (no C.O.D.) to:

0Vlarlinson s

IVY ENTERPRISES, INC.

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA

431—70th Street (Dept. 324), Guttenberg, N.J. 07093

ing convened with a bare quorum
present at 6:28.

(Jeweler* & SilversmHh*

FOURTH SIKCEI AT CENTER AVENUE

It will be a great spring with
"Great Six Drench Coats."
Weather-treated and lined. 50%
Fortrel Polyester, 50% Combed
Cotton. Features chain belts,
bold hardware, vivid colors.
Make the scene in the coats to
be seen in. Honest . . . you'll
love them!
WORLD OF FASHION

2nd Fl.
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Promises |No Vacancies For Daytona Holiday Trip
All You
Ever Get?
"An individual has asked the chair destination is Lodi Motel located near
to make an announcement." With the beach to which 60,000 college
that comment at a recent S.S. meet students flocked last spring.
23 students have signed up
ing, the chair, Senate President Dale
Barlage, announced his coming quar with Barlage to make the journey
south. Those who are now concen
ter break Daytona Beach trip.
Barlage has chartered a Greyhound trating their efforts on making the
bus to leave MSC March 19. The $98.50 fee are Carol Keller, Tom

As is typical of all political cam
paigns, there were many promises
made at Monday night's Forum. The
biggest issues seemed to be the passfail system, Book Store discounts,
women's dorm hours, and a better
system for cashing checks. The latter
drew applause when it was mentioned
the first time.
Besides the promises of reform in
these areas, there were other pro
mises such as:
(1) A properties room where stu
dents could go to check out things.
(2) Re-Vamping of the Intra-mural system, so that more students can
participate.
(3) A student Senate book-keeping
check to prevent misuse of student
funds.
(4) A salary for the Student Senate
President; he gets 16 credits.
(5) Improvement of the music re
cords collection; there are contem
porary composers "who put Bach to
shame."
(6) Continuation of the music in
vestigation.
(7) More money for cheerleaders;
St. Cloud gives $3,000.
(8) Unify the men's and women's
Phy. Ed. department.
(9) Create a hockey team to beat
Concordia.
(10) "Unmuddle the media."
(11) Prevent pilferage in the park
ing lots.
(12) Eradication of all abola, lest
one step in it.
(13) Get sick students out of the
dormitories.
(14) Put plug-ins in the parking
lots for car owners on campus.
(15) Create a 24-hour research room
in the library.
(16) Extend the library hours; the
library should be open all night, 24
hours a day during midterm and final
tests.
(17) Senators should go to the dor
mitories to find out what is happen
ing.
(18) There should be a lounge in
Alex Nemzek for study purposes.
(19) The baseball players should
have a new in-field.
(20) The tennis courts should be re
furnished.
(21) Students should have a voice
in selecting the president of MSC.

?Phaedra'

Coming CA Attraction

When the National company of
"Phaedra" comes to the Center for
the Arts auditorium under the aus
pices of the Series for the Perform
ing Arts Tuesday, Feb. 27, at 8:15
p.m., it will bring the romantic ver
sion of Jean Racine's greatest master
piece to the area for the first time.

"Phaedra" is a woman of dark and
complex passions, whose tragedy has
stirred creative talents from ancient
Greek times to the present. Her guiltridden love for her step-son, Hippolytus, has been dramatized by
Euripedes, Seneca and Racine, to
name a few. Racine's "Rhaedra" was

Trouble-ridden Mistic Staff
Publishes Issue After Issue
by Juliann Johnson
"Ideally, a free student press is one
in which students can excercise their
own judgement as to the material to
be presented. The editors and re
porters should be guided only by
their own sense of responsibility,"
said Ken Bennett, Mistic editor as of
Winter quarter.
A student press run as an exten
sion of the college public relations
program, this quiet appearing senior
compared to a dead bulletin board:
"I and the staff are working to create
a paper that is good journalistically
which can, does, stimulate and excite
students. . . and President Neumaier
supports this policy 100 per cent."
There is considerable talk about
the MISTIC lately, most of it
criticism. Bennett feels that this is
because "it is the first time the
Mistic has said anything. Neces
sarily the problem of stepping on
toes arises; but when readers get
used to reading something besides
buletins, the criticism will cool."
The ill-fated faculty contest was
sighted as the only major mistake
thus far, and people can learn from
mistakes.
Mistic adviser, Melva Moline, man
ager of MSC news bureau, is a woman
who takes clear-cut stands—one in
support of a totally free free student
press, even though she is receiving
considerable backlash from some fac
ulty members.
"As adviser, I see my role as just
that: adviser. I am not running the
Mistic," see explained. "The editor,
reporters, and I discuss such things as

content, responsibility, need for objec
tivity and so on—but I never tell them
what to put into the paper." Prepared
to back up the words, Mrs. Moline
added, "When the Mistic ceases to be
absolutely free, I resign as adviser."
Just recently the editorial board
was re-activated. Serving in an ad
visory caacity, "it is a courtesy on
our part," said Bennett, "and does
take some of the pressure off the
staff." Complaints about the Mistic
should rightfully be brought before
the editorial board. Members are
the editor, business manager, ad
viser, one faculty member appoint
ed by the president (new Dr. Char
les Magel, philosophy professor),
and one non-newspaper student ap
pointed by the Student Senate (newLarry Shellito. Shellito is chairman
of the board.
Bennett felt the board should be
enlarged by at least one faculty mem
ber and two or three students—"to
get a more representative viewpoint
of the Mistic from non-staff people."
The board can act, said Bennett,
although the guideliness are not de
finite. Mrs. Moline hypothesized that
in an event such as libel, the board
could then act by removing the edi
tor or other staff members.

Je voulais, en toute serenite, savourer le plaisir de vous ecrire et vous
exprimer, avec plus de joie, toute ma
gratitude pour l'accueil si charmant,
si amical que vous avez bien voulu
reserver. Quand nous songerons a
notre sejour a Moorhead, nous reverrons d'abord votre maison a l'ombre
des tilleuls, votre jardin en pente et
votre chere silhouette apparaissant audessus de la haie, avec ce geste de vos

mains toujours ouvertes, toujours tendues vers les autres.
Mais je ne veux pas insister, car
je sais que vous avez le souci, la
maniere exquise de savoir vous donner
aux autres tout en restant leur obligee.
Je vous dirai seulement que nous
avons emporte de votre beau pays
des visions de lumiere, de beaute
paisible et de grace, capables d'illuminer toute le melancolie de l'hiver.
Je vous dirai aussi combien je
souhaite que la vie qui nous reunir
encore; en attendant, votre souvenir
reste parmi nous.
Nous vous prions d'agreer, chere
Mademoiselle, l'expression de notre
sympathie respectueuse et bien vive.

written in 1677, at the end of a
13 year burst of creativity in which
he produced all but two of his 12
major plays.
"Phaedra" comes to the campus by
The American Theatre Productions,
Inc., as the first of a series of tour
ing classics, made possible by two
recent English translations. Two Am
erican poets, William Packard and
Robert Lowell have collaborated with
Eric Bentley in breathing new life
into the drama with their adaptations;
the Lowell translation will be seen
here.
Joseph Gistirak has staged "Phae
dra" and the cast will include Shirley
Cox as "Phaedra"; John MacAllan as
the empassioned Hippolytus; and Rob
ert Blackburn as Theseus. Nancy
Donohue is a beautiful, eloquent
Aricie and Audrey Ward gives power
to the protective Oenone. Ralph Nilson, as Hippolytus' companion and
tutor, Theramine, delivers one of the
plays moost dramatic passages. Paula
Ward as Ismene and David Metcalf
as Panopes add strength to the cast.
"Phaedra" is costumed with original
creations executed by Jack Edwards,
while Barry C. Tuttle is the scenic
and lighting designer. Seats are now
available at the MSC Box Office.
Student tickets are $1.03 plus tax
upon presentation of an activity card.

RICH VIKTORA
ART REBERG
BEN HERMANSON

F-M BARBERSHOP
16 - 4th St. South
Moorhead — 233-5101
Appointment if desired weekdays
RUBE BEYER

DOKKEN'S BARBER SHOP
PHONE US FOR APPOINTMENT
Dial 233-3581
8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Tuesday through Saturday
Free Parking in Back
913 Main Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.

^ x^

BARBER
SERVICE
For appointment call us
at 235-9442
Broadway at N. P. Ave.

Chuck Rustvold-Al Olson

Finest Barber Service
Center Ave. Plaza

at rear of Anthony's
If desired, phone 233-7233
for appointment — weekdays

Center Avenue
Barber Shop
Ted Rue — Howie Neitzel

402V2 Center Ave. — Moorhead
(Across from the F-M Hotel)
Call 233-6264 for Appointments

Support Your
MISTIC
Advertisers

Professional Directory
DIA

NEUBARTH'S
JEWELRY
MOORHEAD

DR. JOSEPH L. ZBACNIK

DR. CHARLES S. ROBINSON

DENTIST

Optometrist

Brookdale Shopping Center

Contact Lenses
233-1743

2419 8th St. S., Moorhead
233-7518

DR. EUGENE L. OAKLEY
OPTOMETRIST
CONTACT LENSES

Tom Hoerr, Ron Lowman & Roger Pearson, Campus Representatives

DR. ROBERT NELSON
DENTIST

404¥2 Center Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.
233-1564

DR. L. F. REMARK

DRS. ROSTAD & ROSTAD

421 First Avenue
Moorhead
Phone 233-1941

Brookdale Plaza, Moorhead

315 Center Ave., Moorhead

Evenings By Appointment
DIAL 233-1798
310 Main Ave., Moorhead

DENTIST

286 Broadway, Fargo

Clan, Jo Ellen Aggergaard and
Carol Welrae, along with Bar
lage. There are others seriously con
sidering the trip. Thirty-three are
needed to make the trip.
Barlage first thought of making the
trip during fall quarter.
"I knew the best way to go was
in a group, so I tried all types of
transportation arrangements. The bus
was the most feasible."
He started early with arrangements
because of motel accommodations re
ceived by MSC student last year.
Twelve MSC males ended up sleep
ing in the same room.
The rooms in the Lodi motel are
air conditioned and provided with
television. The $98.50 includes trans
portation and the motel rooms. The
group will return March 27.
Why are the students going when
they could stick around Moorhead for
two weeks?
"I haven't had a vacation for a long
time; I need to get away," said Linda
Barker, Fargo. "I guess I'm going be
cause it's there."
Dave Moerer commented, "I want
to lie on the beach, drink lemonade,
and soak up a few rays."
Mary Lybeck is going "to get a
tan."
Sharon Webster is heading for
Daytona because she wants "some of
the finer things in life and Daytona
certainly has a great majority of
them."
Does Barlage have a good reason?
He seems to think so.
"I want to chase girls in the aisles
of the bus and get rid of all the
mental strains accumlated during win
ter quarter."
He may be contacted in the Stu
dent Senate chambers, second floor
in the Union or at 236-2150 or 2335889.

SERVICES DIRECTORY

JIM SHASKY

Language Contributions
Je m'excuse d'avoir tarde quelque
peu a vous donner de nos nouvelles,
mais je ne voulais pas vous envoyer
un petit mot hatif, devant les malles
encore ouvertes, dans desarroi qui
suit generalement les retours.

Quigley, Mary Lybeck, Karen Car
penter, Julie Burt, Jennifer Story,
Clark, Lavonne Johnson, Kathy
Mary Sypal, Margaret Bohlig, Mary
B. O'Leary, Sharon Webster, Bonnie
Berg, Linda Barker, Clayton Lar
son Erling Gronvold, David Moerer,
Kathy Backe, Don Puetz, Paul St.

DR. LLOYD C. CARLSON
DR. GAYLAN B. LARSON
Optometrists
Contact Lenses
702 Center Ave.

Dial 233-1624

DENTISTS
419 1st Ave. N.

Moorhead

Telephone 233-1754

DR. MELICHER

OPTOMETRIST
L.B.
Contact Lenses
1st Ave. & Roberts St. — Fargo
Phone 232-8353
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New Draft Policy

LETTERS
Back Bernick
To the Editor:
Often students express dissatisfac
tion with many aspects of the student
governing body. A prevailing objec
tion is that the opinions of a majority
of students are not voiced by the
Student Senate, in which case the
senate would have little relevance
for the students, and thus, little justi
fication for its existence. This prob
lem appears to take the form of a
self-perpetuating cycle with all the
implications of the proverbial chickenegg question in that few votes lead
to poor representation, and poor re
presentation leads to fewer votes, etc.
At this point a valid question is
"Why should I vote in elections which
appear to be merely popularity con
tests resulting in membership in an
ineffectual organization?"
However, the very objections stated
above should convince you to vote
in the coming election, for the can
didacy of Joe Bernick offers you an
opportunity to reverse the self-per
petuating cycle of indifference and
establish a more effective student
government. Joe Bernick's record in
the Student Senate demonstrates his
active interest in and willingness to
voice matters of student concern. He
has been responsible for the introduc
tion to the senate of the majority of
issues, including more reasonable
dormitory curfews, pass/no credit sys
tem outside one's major field, and
bookstore discounts. These are issues
which are certainly relevant to stu
dents and indicate Joe Bernick's genu
ine efforts to achieve student benefits.
He has taken an active interest in
a wide variety of affairs at MSC, from
hoding a letter in tennis, belonging
to Ski Club, German Club, and Chess
Club, to holding offices in Young
Democrats, International Relations
Club, and Students for a Democratic
Society. He has been a Senator at
large, a Student Union Board mem
ber, Model United Nations delegate
for four years, regional Association of
Student Governments convention re
presentative, and Association of Stu
dent Unions convention representa
tive. Also, Joe Bernick has such an
interest in Student Senate that he
has attended most of the Student
Senate meetings for four years, even
when he was not a senator.
In view of such positive evidence of
his abilities, interest, and efforts, we
feel that it is definitely worthwhile to
cast your vote for this candidate who
has shown that, as president, he will
exert every effort to make the Stu
dent the meaningful vehicle of stu
dent ideas and opinions, as it should
be.
Suzanne Snyder
Reen Murphy
Grant in Tourney
Lewis Grant, a Freshman from
Flushing, New York fought in the
Minnesota Upper Mid-West Tourna
ment Saturday. Grant recently won a
championship fight in the senior-mid
dleweight division of a Golden Gloves
Tournament.

STAMP IT!

IT'S THE RAGE

Has Little Effect
On MSC Students

Lester Lauded
To the Editor:
Keith Lester has shown the greater
interest in the position of Music Sena
tor over the other two candidates. His
work on the music committee and in
the position of Concert Choir man
ager, opera manager and orchestra
manager, as well as being a music
major, has given him experience in
working closely with faculty and stu
dents.
Knowing all these candidates I per
sonally believe Keith Lester is best
qualified to take over my position.
Franklin Rutherford
Music Senator

Commends Senate
To The Editor,
I am very happy to see that our
Student Senate is starting to look close
ly at the student activity funds al
located for the various department
functions. I think it takes courage
for a senator to stand in public and
point out mistakes made by depart
ment instructors in the handling of
student funds. I am hopeful that
through this investigation the depart
ments to which money is allocated
will look closely, be more careful, and
be more practical as to where OUR
activity funds are used.

Pictured left to right are Sig Tau officers Robert Hessler, Jim Maxson, Dennis Romanini, Ken Sjulstad.

Sig Tau Elects Officers

Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity elect
ed new officers Feb. 13. They are
President Robert Hessler, Vice Pres
ident Dennis Romanini, Secretary
James Maxson, Treasurer Ken Sjul
stad, Sentinel David Moerer, Chaplain
Anthony Mastroianni, Senior Member
Historian James Hurley.
Sincerely
Sig Taus, with a membership of
Steve Hillestad 55 men, list many activities for the

Union Board
Places Open
The Policy Board of the Cornstock Memorial Union is accepting
applications from students for the
following positions: Program Board
President, Vice President, and Sec
retary, and chairman of the follow
ing committees: arts and crafts,
music, dance, films, recreation,
forum and debate, hospitality,
special events, publicity and publice relations and three at large
members of the Board.
Applications must be in before
5 p.m., Feb. 27 in the Student
Union Director's Office.

First Phase Ended
(continued from page 1)
respected by the faculty. Bernick
believes he has benefited the commit
tees he has served on in the Student
Senate. His name appears frequently
in the minutes as having initiated
motions. Bernick said, "I am willing
to talk to any group or individual on
any topic."
Wayne McFarland's word of advice
to MSC students was to "Keep your
eyes open for unusual happenings."
This statement pertained to McFar
land's campaign conducted by ap
proximately 25 people. McFarland
said, "The campaign is well organized.
We have had a couple meetings and
the campaign managers are putting
ideas to work."

DOES
"ABSENCE MAKE THE HEART GROW FONDER"
OR IS IT
"OUT OF SIGHT, OUT OF MIND"?
ArtCarved favors the
first quotation. No
matter what length
the engagement, it
can seem eternity when
distance intervenes. This
is when the heart needs
a symbol of love to lean
on. As a true symbol of
love, an ArtCarved
diamond ring is doubly
backed by a proud
tradition dating back to
1850, and by a unique
Permanent Value
guarantee. Let us give
you an ArtCarved
diamond of your dreams.

A — FEMINA
from $160.

C —ANGELS WING
from $250.

R I N G S

REGULAR
MODEL
ANY 8

3 LINE TEXT

Cm

Th« finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. %" * 2".

Send check or money order. Be
sure to include your Zip Code. ffo
postage or handling charges. Add
sales tax.
Prompt shipment. Satisfaction Guaranteed

THI MOPE* CO.
P. 0. Box 18623 Lanex Square Station
ATLANTA, OA., 30326

Ckkeent
64 Broadway
Fargo

In order to become more instru
mental in negotiating between faculty
and students, McFarland did research
into campus problems. To compare
current viewpoints, he met with both
faculty and students. McFarland also
studied the Student Senate to become
more familiar with its concerns and
(Continued from page 1)
to investigate areas where it might be
economics
major who wants to bridge
expanded further.
the gap between students and their
"Money is always a point of
senate.
contention," said McFarland, "and
Carol Johnson, a sociology major,
a Student Senate president must be is in favor of abolishing dorm hours.
capable of acting quickly and ef She would like to see a budget
ficiently." McFarland felt that the established for various departments
knowledge of finance he gained to avoid the recent problems in the
from being a partner in the Gudmac Music department. Steve Thysell, a
Agency gave him the necessary sophomore from Moorhead who is
qualifications for dealing with the majoring in English, wants to bring
Budget Commission. Said McFar the various Senate committees up to
land, "In a year Gudmac grosses date. Thysell is also concerned about
quite a few thousand dollars, so pass-fail, dorm hours, and faculty
you have to learn to be efficient evaluation.
or go under."
Competing for Phy-Ed Senator will
Deano Stendal, a junior majoring be Linden Barsness, a Physical Edu
in business, announced that there cation major and Terry Harrington
were Deano supporters working be also a Physical Education major. Har
hind the scenes in the various depart rington is interested in seeing that
ments who were responsible for post each student is equally represented on
er-making and general student infor the Senate. Barsness wants to see the
mation. Deano said that he and his Senate use its power to the full extent.
For Music Senator, voters will
campaigners worked on a reciprocal
basis. "If we have a problem," said choose between Keith Lester, a vocal
Deano, "We discuss all aspects and music major, and Howard Johnson,
then make a decision. This is not a also a vocal music major. Johnson
one man campaign. Informing the would like to see Senators qualify
student body of issues and remedial and support their motions with more
information than in the past. Lester
policies is our major concern."
feels that students have the right to
As a means of becoming better
investigate.
acquainted with faculty-student
There was no primary contest in
problems, Deano talked to every
the area of education and speechdepartment chairman on campus.
theater. Secretary Pam Cooper is un
Deano felt that this effort to fam
opposed for secretary in the general
iliarize himself with what the fac
election. Running against each other
ulty wanted would give him a
for the education position will be
better perspective in dealing with
Richard Zuehlsdorff and Ted Sauer.
student needs. Cooperation with the
In speech-theatre, Paul Meyers,
faculty is important as Student Sen
a Speech-Theatre and English major,
ate President, and Deano felt that
is pitted against Tom Hall, also a
in this area he could offer the stu
Speech-Theatre and English major.
dents unequaled performance.
These people will face their first
In administrative and business af opposition on Wed. Feb. 28.
fairs, Deano believed that the Stu
dent Senate needed a president who
knew how to handle large sums of
money, since the Senate is allocated
(Continued from page 1)
$190,000 a year. Deano has dealt felt that it was established that Sten
with large sums of money because of dal had "a credibility gap."
his experience in trucking sales and
Candidate McFarland was cited for
brokerage.
using illegal campaign tactics. McFar
On other responsibilities of the Stu land apologized to the audience for
dent Senate, Deano said, "Broadening putting signs in the dormitory win
of general student interest in several dows. There is a regulation forbid
departments should be developed to ding a candidate to put posters in the
promote Moorhead State College." circle area. President Barlage and
Deano expressed his sentiments by various persons spoke on the regula
saying that as a representative be tion, and questioned it. Candidate
tween faculty and students, all his Bernick announced that if elected he
activities would be worked around would change this regulation. The
the Student Senate presidency.
evening filtered to a close.

Senate Candidates

Students Pack SS

Carved
D I A M O N D

past year. The fraternity had a suc
cessful homecoming alumni banquet
and float. They have sponsored sev
eral Union dances and smokers, and
have been active in intramural sports.
Their sweetheart was chosen most
representative female Greek and a
Sig Tau was chosen most represent
ative Greek male.

by Breck Eastman
The cut-down on graduate defer
ments which has aroused much con
troversy in many colleges will ap
parently not affect MSC students
immediately.
Dr. Kenneth Smemo, Dean of
Graduate Studies said that few of the
students now enrolled in the gradu
ate program would be affected. Dr.
Smemo termed the effect "negligible"
because most of the student now in
the program are part-time, and of
these, a good portion are female.
There are only about 15 students en
rolled in the liberal arts graduate pro
gram, and of these, Dr. Smemo esti
mated that perhaps half would be
affected by the new ruling.
He added, however, that the effect
wil be, "strongly felt in terms of the
next few years." Many of the stu
dents receiving Bachelor of Science
or Art degrees will probably be draft
ed soon afterward, and most of those
will probably not return here to get
their Masters degrees he said.
The ruling has been widely dis
cussed in Washington and many edu
cators are critical of the administra
tion's policy.
The ruling is a refusal to permit
draft deferment for graduate study
in any fields except medicine and
ministry. Bryce Crawford, Dean of
the Graduate School at the University
of Minnesota said that the decision
would interupt the flow of highly
trained individuals who do rather im
portant things in our society. Dr.
Smemo commented that "The type
of effect which is felt in the Univer
sity of Minnesota will not be felt
here." The university uses many of
their graduate students as teaching
assistants.

JEWELERS

Authorized 2^rt(ja.rved Jeweler

Special
Student
Terms
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Reflections
A letter by Dan Loewenson in last
week's Mistic stated that the peace
movement has finally found a re
spectable representative in Senator
Eugene McCarthy, who presumably
raises the quality of both the move
ment and the people in it. Now, alas,
one doesn't need to be a pothead or
bearded creature floating around on
a continuous high in order to be a
peaceful person, but instead one can
maintain his image as an Ivy Leaguer
and member of the Jaycees and still
be a peacenik at heart, all thanks to
Mr. McCarthy.
Ideally, one shouldn't be concern
ed about the persons who advocate
an idea, but rather should be able
to judge the idea on its own merits.
The peace movement can stand on
its own, and doesn't need to be
legitimized. But the "image" of the
peaceful person often alienates
many would be sympathizers. This
image is partially due to the news
media, especially in this area, which
would rather broadcast pictures of
the sandal wearers of sunny Cali
fornia than the anti-war, parkawearing pickets of the mid
west. Yet the image of the "beard
ed, placard bearing pacifists and
draft dodgers" of Mr. Loewenson
persists, quite unfairly, and the
image is incorrect.
Personally, I support Mr. Loewen
son in his endorsement of McCarthy.
The Senator fulfills a needed role in
American politics, but "respectable"
dissent was well established before his
entrance. Recent Gallup polls have
shown that up to 50 per cent of the
American public disapproves of the
Vietnam conflict, and there have been
enlightening grass roots votes on the
war in several cities ranging from
Dearborn to Beverly Hills. Certain-

by Stephen Baker
ly not all of Mr. Gallup's samples are
bearded, and Dearborn and Beverly
Hills are especially known for their
affluence and middle-class valuesvalues which exclude the stereotyped
anti-war people.
Furthermore, the courts today are
filled not by cases involving demon
strating hippies, but rather trials in
volving such men as Dr. Spock (in
his finest Brooks Brothers suits) and
the Reverend Mr. Coffin of Yale (who
comes from an old New England
family). The anti-war movement
claims such supporters as Senator
Fulbright (former president of the
University of Arkansas), the Kennedys,
and dozens of other prominent mem
bers of Congress.
The movement has support from
clergy, some of whom led a march
on Washington just last week and
some of whom, such as Rev. Branconnier of UND and Rev. Solem
of Duluth, come from our own area.
Madison Square Garden was recent
ly filled by anti-war members of
the acting profession such as Paul
Newman, Robert Vaughan and
Barbra Streisand.
To wit, the peace movement is not
peopled only by "bearded, placard
carrying pacifists and draft dodgers,"
but rather by everyone who disagrees
with the present war policy. The
movement is a legitimate one, and its
supporters can't be pigeonholed into
a single image. They come from all
walks of life, and if Mr. Gallup is
correct the chances are 50-50 that
your neighbor is a dissenter. Hence
the movement, in my mind, has al
ways been respectable, and correctly
speaking Mr. McCarthy is merely an
other member—no more respectable
than the movement itself or the neigh
bor next door.
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Official Bulletin
PLACEMENT — Listed below are in
terviews coming to MSC during the next
two weeks. Seniors are requested to check
these carefully and sign up for interviews
at the Placement Office. Further informa
tion is available at that office.
March 1:
A. C. Nielson Company
March 5:
Allstate Insurance Company
General Motors Parts Division
March 6:
Federated Insurancec Company
Internal Revenue Service
U. S. General Accounting Office
March 7:
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
March 8:
St. Lawrence Hospital. Lansing, Mich.
TEACHING
February 26:
Minneapolis Public Schools, Minneapolis,
Minnesota
T'acoma Public Schools, Tacoma,
Washington
Eau Claire Public Schools, Eau Claire,
Wisconsin
February 27:
Grand Rapids Public Schools, Grand
Rapids, Minnesota
Rochester Public Schools, Rochester,
Minnesota
Sheboygan Public Schools, Sheboygan,
Wisconsin
February 28:
Anoka Public Schools, Anoka, Minn.
Hibbing Public Schools, Hibbing, Minn.
March 1:
Wayzata Public Schools, Wayzatta,
Minnesota
March 2:
Hayward School District, Hayward,
California
March 4:
Modesto School District, Modesto, Calif.
Elgin Public Schools, Elgin, 111.
Great Falls Public Schools, Great Falls,
Montana
Sioux Falls Public Schools, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota
March 5:
Hopkins Public Schools, Hopkins, Minn.
Wausau Public Schools, Wausau, Wise.
March 6:
St. Paul Public Schools, St. Paul, Minn.
March 7:
Stillwater Public Schools, Stillwater,
Minnesota
Los Angeles School District, Los
Angeles, California
Carman School District, Flint, Michigan
Grand Rapids Public Schools, Grand
Rapids, Michigan
The Counseling Center has completed
interpretations of the counseling inventory
tests given during orientation days. How
ever, any freshmen who were unable to
make or keep appointments are being
given another opportunity for their test
interpretation. Call 236-2227 or stop in
at Weld 103 to make an appointment.

Dragons Fight For
Hydrant Tuesday
The "Little Fire Hydrant" tradi
tion has begun! This basketball series
between Moorhead State College and
the University of Minnesota at Morris
has changed the face of college sports.
Captured by Moorhead State in its
tradition starting Jan. 23 with Morris,
this maroon and gold (for UMM), red
and white (for MSC) fire hydrant was
carted home to Moorhead after the
Dragons mauled the Cougars 99 to
78.
Help the Dragons retain possession
of this valuable traveling trophy. Sup
port the team in its Feb. 27 en
counter with Morris. Keep the "Little
Fire Hydrant" in its only rightful
place: the Nemzek Hall trophy case.

Why does the track team have to drive a caravan to their
away meets? As far as that goes, why should any athletic team
with enough athletes to accommodate a bus load have to drive
four or five of its own state cars to its destination?
Last Friday and Saturday, 19 tracksters participated in a
track meet at the University of Minnesota and occupied four state
cars on the trip. "It's simply a dangerous situation to have four
cars tagging along in downtown Minneapolis and and have track
participants themselves driving them home after a hard meet,"
Coach Masanz stated, "and a bus could further emphasize the
'team' attitude we want to build."
According to Dr. MacLeod, director of athletics, the Moor
head State budget for athletics is considerably low for its need.
The college athletic budget allowed was estimated at about one
half that of St. Cloud's, one third of Mankato's and is measureably below Bemidji State's allowance.
With the importance of college athletics, is it asking too
much to provide the necessary transportation and funds needed?
Many other area colleges recognize the athletic money neces
sities; is Moorhead State different?
Can it be that the MSC athletic program is on the decline
and doesn't deserve the extra money? I hope not. The track pro
gram here has grown considerably in the last three years, say
ing nothing for the wrestling, football and basketball squads.
As Dr. MacLeod sends in the '68-69 budget request, I hope
it is given serious consideration and not whittled down here and
there to force athletics to skimp again next year. The athletes
do all they can for the college; is it too much to ask the reverse?
It's more money or bust for the Moorhead State athletic
budget!
A.G.

Join Take A Professor
To Lunch Bunch9 Soon
Is Your Professor Boring in Class? Tired? Irritable? Maybe
He's Hungry! Take a Professor to lunch!
This ad appeared in the University of Minnesota Daily. It
seems to be a good idea. Students are often heard complaining
about the lack of chances to get to know a professor on a personto-person basis. The hour lecture ends. Students hurry out and
scurry to their next class. During free hours teachers head for
Ingleside for a cup of coffee. Students find the path to the Snack
Bar most inviting.
This student recalls the restaurant that used to stand, four
years ago, just beyond the gates next to Vic's Superette. At noon
the restaurant would be filled with students, and usually there
would be one former member of the faculty sitting with the
students.
The best place to take your professor, now, would be to
the school cafeteria. You can buy him one of Clint Stacy's
meals for seventy-five cents. Buy him a big, cool glass of fresh
orange juice, if he or she likes orange juice of course. If your
professor doesn't like orange juice don't buy it for him. It
wouldn't be fair.
If you don't have a meal card, and don't have $1.50, take
your professor to the Snack Bar. The hamburgers are great! Or
give him a tuna salad sandwich, the Mistic staff's favorite cheap
meal. If you would rather have a complete change of atmosphere,
take your professor down town to one of the hamburger places.
Whatever you do, don't forget that this Monday is "Take
Your Prof to Lunch Day." How many will remember?
K.B.

Korner Unknown
'Honi soit qui mal y pense."
Fat Fred the Frog awoke when the
paper-frog's toss landed the Daily
Frog Times loudly in front of his
lily pad. Fred never really read the
Frog Times but he at least found
what the date was and very often
it came in handy for wrapping garb
age.
So Fred could not be considered
a reader of the Times but merely
a subscriber. Neither however could
any of the other frogs in Fred's pond,
for they too subscribed to the Frog
Times only to have something to
wrap their garbage in.
But today was different.
Idly glancing over the paper for
the date and just as he was about
to line the garbage, Fred's eyes hap
pened to hit upon an article of in
terest to him. It started that it was
rumored that a right-handed frog
living on a lily pad was a Commu
nist and a cheat at cards. Fred's heart
momentarily stopped.
Were they talking about him?
Fred was right-handed and lived
on a lily pad. Horror of horrors. Fred

thought he had been slandered. He
quickly swam from lily pad to lily
pad crying out to his neighbors about
the injustice done to him.
One by one his neighbors unwrap
ped their garbage and read the Frog
Times. Sure enough the same article
was in every paper. The only thing
was that 87% of all frogs were right
handed and 95% lived on lily pads.
But Fred was sure that he was the
one slandered. There was no doubt in
his mind. In black and white, rumor
or not, Fred's honor was at stake.
Everyone was now aware that Fred
cheated at cards. Of course, they all
had to unwrap their garbage to find
this out, but they had suspected him
previously anyway. But now Fred's
reputation was ruined and his life
was no longer worth much to him.
He was a disgrace to his family and
friends. Fred went early the next day
and jumping from a high branch,
hung by his tongue until dead.
It was a shame about Fred, he
was a good frog. He only made two
errors, that of taking himself too
seriously and that of reading his garb
age instead of wraping it.

